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A hard proximity-induced superconducting gap has recently been observed in semiconductor
nanowire systems at low magnetic fields. However, in the topological regime at high magnetic
fields, a soft gap emerges and represents a fundamental obstacle to topologically protected quantum
information processing with Majorana bound states. Here we show that in a setup of double Rashba
nanowires that are coupled to an s-wave superconductor and subjected to an external magnetic field
along the wires, the topological threshold can be significantly reduced by the destructive interference
of direct and crossed-Andreev pairing in this setup, precisely down to the magnetic field regime in
which current experimental technology allows for a hard superconducting gap. We also show that
the resulting Majorana bound states exhibit sufficiently short localization lengths, which makes
them ideal candidates for future braiding experiments.
PACS numbers: 71.10.Pm; 74.45.+c; 73.21.Hb
I. INTRODUCTION
Majorana bound states (MBSs) form the building
blocks of a topologically protected qubit. Over the
last years, the first generation of Majorana devices
were fabricated based on an s-wave superconductor
(SC) proximity-coupled either to a nanowire (NW) with
Rashba spin-orbit interaction (SOI) in the presence of
a strong magnetic field1–6 or to a chain of magnetic
atoms.7–13 These devices provided the first experimental
signatures of MBSs in the form of zero-bias conductance
peaks.3–6,11–13 Today, the most important open challenge
is to perform manipulations on the MBSs which should
ultimately allow for the confirmation of their non-Abelian
braiding statistics. For this purpose, NW devices appear
particularly promising, as they provide a simple means of
moving MBSs by the use of local gates.14 Unfortunately,
despite the plethora of experimental breakthroughs, a
long-standing15,16 and still unresolved17,18 obstacle to
NW-based braiding experiments is that the proximity-
induced superconducting gap in the NW is well-defined
only for weak magnetic fields in the trivial regime (“hard
gap”). For strong magnetic fields in the topological
regime, a finite subgap conductance emerges (“soft gap”)
which destroys the topological protection.19–23
Here we show that in a double NW setup the topolog-
ical threshold can be reduced to the low magnetic field
regime in which current experimental technology allows
for a hard superconducting gap. More concretely, we
consider two parallel Rashba NWs that are proximity-
coupled to an s-wave SC and subjected to a magnetic
field along the NWs, see Fig. 1(a). The SC induces both
direct and crossed-Andreev pairing. We demonstrate
that this double NW setup exhibits a new, previously
overlooked Majorana phase that emerges at low mag-
netic fields. Specifically, for any finite crossed-Andreev
pairing strength, we show that the system can host a
single MBS at each end even when the Zeeman split-
ting is smaller than the strength of induced direct pair-
ing. Notably, this phase can be realized if the direct
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Two Rashba NWs (grey) labeled
by τ = 1, 1¯ are aligned along the x direction and proximity-
coupled to an s-wave SC (red). Their separation in the z-
direction is given by d. Both NWs are subjected to a magnetic
field B which points along the x-axis. The Rashba SOI field
ατ in the τ -wire points along the z-axis. (b) Energy spectrum
in the limit of strong SOI, Eso,τ  ∆Zτ ,∆τ ,∆c, with solid
(dashed) lines corresponding to electron (hole) bands. The
chemical potential µτ is tuned to the crossing point of spin-
up (blue) and spin-down (green) bands in both NWs. The
proximity-induced superconductivity generates a coupling be-
tween states with opposite momenta and spins belonging to
the same NW (with strength ∆τ ) or to different NWs (with
strength ∆c). For |Eso,1 − Eso,1¯|  ∆c, the crossed-Andreev
pairing potential ∆c couples only the interior branches of the
spectrum at k = 0. Also, the magnetic field couples states of
opposite spins at k = 0 in each NW (with strength ∆Zτ ).
pairing strength exceeds that of crossed-Andreev pair-
ing, which is always the case in the absence of strong
electron-electron interactions.24–31 In the limit when di-
rect and crossed-Andreev pairing strengths are equal, we
find that even an infinitesimal magnetic field can drive
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2the system into the proposed topological phase. Inter-
estingly, we also find that these MBSs exhibit a suffi-
ciently short localization length, making them ideal for
experiments on quantum information processing. Our
theoretical proposal can readily be realized and scaled
to a larger qubit architectures32–40 in InSb/Al NW net-
works or can alternatively be fabricated lithographically
in two-dimensional InAs/Al heterostructures.41 Conse-
quently, it may be foundational for future experiments
aimed at a controlled manipulation of MBSs.
II. MODEL
We consider a system of two parallel Rashba NWs la-
beled by τ = 1, 1¯, which are positioned along the x di-
rection and coupled to one another via an s-wave SC, see
Fig. 1(a). The kinetic part of the Hamiltonian is given
by
H0 =
∑
τ,σ
∫
dx Ψ†τσ
(
−~
2∂2x
2m
− µτ
)
Ψτσ′ . (1)
Here, Ψτσ(x) denotes the annihilation operator of an
electron with mass m and spin σ/2 = ±1/2 at position
x in the τ -wire and µτ is the chemical potential in the
τ -wire. The Rashba SOI field ατ = ατ zˆ in the τ -wire is
of strength ατ and points along the z direction,
Hso = i
∑
τ,σ,σ′
ατ
∫
dx Ψ†τσ (σz)σσ′ ∂xΨτσ′ , (2)
where σx,y,z are Pauli matrices acting in spin space. We
assume that α1¯ ≥ α1 > 0. The chemical potentials in
both NWs are tuned to the crossing point of the spin-
polarized bands, µτ = 0. (We will address the important
case when µτ 6= 0 below.) The electron bulk spectrum
of H0 +Hso is given by Eτσ(k) = ~2(k − σkso,τ )2/2m−
Eso,τ , where kso,τ = mατ/~2 is the SOI wavevector and
Eso,τ = ~2k2so,τ/2m the SOI energy in the τ -wire, see
Fig. 1(b). Applying an external magnetic field B = Bxˆ
of magnitude B parallel to the NWs induces a Zeeman
splitting described by
HZ =
∑
τ,σ,σ′
∆Zτ
∫
dx Ψ†τσ(σx)σσ′Ψτσ′ , (3)
where ∆Zτ = gτµBB/2 is the Zeeman splitting in the τ -
wire, with gτ the corresponding g-factor and µB the Bohr
magneton. Assuming that the NWs are effectively one-
dimensional, orbital magnetic field effects are neglected.
Superconductivity is induced in the NWs through a
tunnel coupling with an s-wave SC. The tunneling of both
electrons of a Cooper pair into the same NW is described
by
Hd =
∑
τ,σ,σ′
∆τ
2
∫
dx [Ψτσ(iσy)σσ′Ψτσ′ + H.c.] , (4)
where ∆τ > 0 is the pairing potential of the induced
direct superconductivity in NW τ . Additionally, we allow
for crossed-Andreev pairing, where a Cooper pair splits
and one electron tunnels into each NW; this process is
described by
Hc =
∆c
2
∑
τ,σ,σ′
∫
dx [Ψτσ(iσy)σσ′Ψτ¯σ′ + H.c.] , (5)
where ∆c > 0 is the induced crossed-Andreev pair-
ing potential. The total Hamiltonian is given by H =
H0 + Hso + HZ + Hd + Hc. In Appendix A we pro-
vide microscopic expressions for ∆τ and ∆c for the spe-
cial case of weak tunnel coupling between the NWs and
the SC, γ  ∆sc, where γ is the energy scale of the
NW-SC tunnel coupling and ∆sc is the superconduct-
ing order parameter of the s-wave SC. There, we show
that the ratio
√
∆1∆1¯/∆c can be tuned by varying the
NW separation d but always satisfies
√
∆1∆1¯/∆c > 1
in the absence of strong electron-electron interactions.31
For our discussions in the main part, we focus on the
experimentally most relevant regime, |Eso,1 − Eso,1¯| 
∆Zτ ,∆τ ,∆c  |∆1 − ∆1¯|, |∆Z1 − ∆Z1¯|, correspond-
ing to the limit of strong and different SOI energies,
with the differences in the proximity gaps and Zeeman
energies being the smallest energy scales in the sys-
tem. This allows us to replace ∆τ ,∆Zτ → ∆d,∆Z ,
and to compensate the effects of interwire tunneling,
HΓ = −Γ
∑
τ,σ
∫
dx[Ψ†τσ(x)Ψτ¯σ(x) + H.c.] with tunnel-
ing strength Γ > 0, by tuning the NW chemical poten-
tials to an appropriate sweet spot, see the stability anal-
ysis below. Notably, interwire tunneling can be substan-
tial compared to the strength of crossed-Andreev pairing,
|∆c/Γ| = tanh(d/ξsc)| cot(kF,scd)| with ξsc the coherence
length and kF,sc the Fermi momentum of the s-wave SC,
see Appendix A. Without appropriately tuning the chem-
ical potentials, interwire tunneling pushes the topological
threshold to significantly higher magnetic fields, and not
much is gained. For that reason, the low-field topological
threshold did not emerge in previous studies.42
III. TOPOLOGICAL PHASE DIAGRAM
First, we resolve the topological phase diagram of our
model. We note that for ∆Z > 0 (∆Z = 0) the Hamil-
tonian H is placed in symmetry class BDI (DIII) with
a Z (Z2) topological invariant.43 We begin by lineariz-
ing the Hamiltonian H0 + Hso around its Fermi points
at k = 0 and k = ±2kso,τ and consider the effects of
magnetic field and superconductivity perturbatively, see
Appendix B. When |Eso,1 − Eso,1¯|  ∆c, the crossed-
Andreev pairing couples only the interior branches, see
Fig. 1(b). We find that the spectrum is gapless at k = 0
provided
∆2c = (∆d ±∆Z)2. (6)
There is no gap closing at finite-momentum for |Eso,1 −
Eso,1¯|  ∆Z ,∆d,∆c.
3Based on Eq. (6), we are now in the position to deter-
mine the topological phases themselves, see Fig. 2. When
∆Z = 0 and ∆c > ∆d the system is a time-reversal sym-
metric topological superconductor and hosts a Kramers
pair of MBSs at each end.27 For ∆Z = 0 and all re-
maining values of ∆c it is a trivial superconductor. Since
the number of MBSs is a topological invariant, it cannot
change without closing the energy gap. Consequently, for
∆c > ∆d+∆Z the system must be in a topological phase
with two MBSs at each end, while for ∆d −∆Z > ∆c it
must be in a trivial phase. Moreover, for ∆c = 0 and
∆Z > ∆d each NW independently hosts a pair of MBSs
at its ends.1,2 Thus, we conclude that the system must
exhibit a topological phase with two MBSs at each end
for ∆Z −∆d > ∆c. Finally, from an explicit calculation
of the MBS wavefunctions, we find that the system hosts
one MBS on each end for ∆d + ∆Z > ∆c > |∆d −∆Z |.
We now discuss this one-MBS phase in more detail.
There are three remarkable aspects: (1) For any fi-
nite crossed-Andreev pairing strength ∆c, the one-MBS
phase occurs even for Zeeman splittings smaller than
the direct pairing strength, ∆Z < ∆d. Notably, for
∆c = ∆d an infinitesimal magnetic field can drive the sys-
tem into the one-MBS phase. This behavior originates
from the destructive interference of direct and crossed-
Andreev pairing, which lowers the topological threshold
to ∆Z = ∆d−∆c. (2) The one-MBS phase is realized for
∆c < ∆d. This means that it can be achieved in a nonin-
teracting system which, consequently, constitutes a pow-
erful advantage over systems at strictly zero field which
host Kramers pairs of MBSs. The latter usually rely
on the presence of strong electron-electron interactions
that are difficult to control experimentally.27–30 Also, the
definition of a topological qubit in time-reversal invari-
ant topological superconductors is potentially problem-
atic as it requires additional symmetry conditions.44,45
Compared to that, the one-MBS phase allows for the
standard definition of a topological qubit for topologi-
cal superconductors without time-reversal symmetry. (3)
The one-MBS phase exists in the limit of strong SOI,
which ensures sufficiently short localization length and
immediate accessibility with current experimental tech-
nology. The weak SOI limit42 is experimentally less fea-
sible, as it leads to large localization lengths of the MBSs
requiring ultra-long NWs.
IV. LOCALIZATION LENGTHS
We continue the discussion of the one-MBS phase by
computing the localization lengths of the MBS wavefunc-
tions. We assume that the NW length is much longer
than the MBS localization lengths, so that MBSs at op-
posite ends do not overlap.46–48 The MBS wavefunctions
then correspond to zero energy eigenstates of the Hamil-
tonian H and can be determined independently for each
end, see Appendix C.
We find that the MBS wavefunctions are character-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Topological phase diagram as a func-
tion of the Zeeman splitting ∆Z and the strength of the in-
duced crossed-Andreev pairing ∆c for the regime |Eso,1 −
Eso,1¯|  ∆Zτ ,∆τ ,∆c  |∆1 − ∆1¯|, |∆Z1 − ∆Z1¯|. There
are two topological phases hosting one MBS (blue) and two
MBSs (red) at each end. The trivial phase (white) does not
host any MBSs. To take advantage of the low-field topological
threshold, the setup shown in Fig. 1(a) should be operated in
the one-MBS phase for ∆d + ∆Z > ∆c > |∆d −∆Z |.
ized by the localization lengths determined by the two
branches of the spectrum.49 The localization lengths cor-
responding to the exterior (e) branches at k = ±kFτ =
±2kso,τ of the spectrum are given by the superconduct-
ing coherence lengths, ξeτ = ~υFτ/∆d, where υFτ =
~kso,τ/m is the Fermi velocity in NW τ . The localization
length due to the interior (i) branch of the spectrum is
given by
ξi = 2~υF1υF 1¯
[
(υF1 + υF 1¯) (∆Z −∆d) (7)
+
√[
(υF1 − υF 1¯)(∆Z −∆d)
]2
+ 4υF1υF 1¯∆2c
]−1
.
The total localization length is given by ξ = max{ξi, ξeτ}.
We now want to compare the MBS localization length
in the double NW setup to the one in the standard setup
of a single Rashba NW coupled to an s-wave SC and
subjected to a magnetic field along the NW axis.1,2 As-
suming that the NW chemical potential is tuned to the
crossing point of the spin-polarized bands of the Rashba
spectrum, this single NW setup hosts a MBS at each
end provided ∆Z > ∆d. The MBS localization length
is ξ′ = max{~υF /(∆Z −∆d), ~υF /∆d}, where υF is the
Fermi velocity in the NW.49 In general, we find that the
MBS localization length of the double NW setup is al-
ways shorter than that in the single NW setup for a fixed
Zeeman splitting, ξ ≤ ξ′ when ∆c > 0. To give nu-
merical estimates, we choose typical experimental values
for semiconducting NWs, ∆d = 0.1 meV, g = 2, and
υF1 = υF = 1.5 × 104 m/s and υF 1¯ = 2.5 × 104 m/s.
Furthermore, we take ∆Z = 0.13 meV for the Zee-
man splitting which corresponds to a field strength of
∼ 2.2 T. For the MBS localization length in the single
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Top panel: Color-scale plot of the
topological threshold ∆Z,c/∆d for the one-MBS phase as a
function of µτ/∆d for ∆c/∆d = 0.5, Γ/∆d = 1. Bottom
panel: ∆Z,c/∆d as a function of µ1/∆d for µ1¯ = Γ (red) and
µ1¯/∆d = 4 (blue). The topological threshold ∆Z,c exhibits a
global minimum for µτ = Γ. (b) Topological phase diagram
as a function of ∆Z/∆1 and ∆c/∆1 (obtained from a tight-
binding diagonalization of 800 sites per NW) for finite inter-
wire tunneling. We have Eso,1/∆1 = 6.25, Eso,1¯/∆1 = 12.25,
∆1¯/∆1 = 1.3, Γ/∆1 = 1 , µ1 = µ1¯ = Γ. Colors are the
same as in Fig. 2. Black dashed lines denote the approxi-
mate phase boundaries for µτ = 0. For µ1 = µ1¯ = Γ the
one-MBS phase itself and its phase boundary to the trivial
phase remain stable. In contrast, for µτ = 0, the topological
threshold seperating the trivial and one-MBS phase is pushed
to higher magnetic fields. (c) Same phase diagram as in (b)
but with the two SOI vectors not being parallel to each other
but still orthogonal to the magnetic field. We take µτ = 0,
Γ = 0 and θ = pi/6 for the relative angle between the SOI
vectors. Unlike the one-MBS phase, the two-MBS phases are
unstable against rotations of the SOI direction.
NW setup we find ξ′ ∼ 330 nm. In contrast, the double
NW setup with a strength of crossed-Andreev pairing
∆c = 0.08 meV yields a reduction of the MBS local-
ization length to ξ ∼ 160 nm. Inversely, a localization
length of ξ ∼ 330 nm which is comparable to the sin-
gle NW case is achieved already for a Zeeman splitting
of ∆Z = 0.27 meV corresponding to a field strength of
∼ 1 T. The double NW setup thus allows for MBS lo-
calization lengths that are comparable to the single NW
setup despite a significant reduction of the magnetic field
strength by ∼ 1.2 T.
V. STABILITY ANALYSIS
Next, we study the stability of the one-MBS phase with
respect to interwire tunneling and rotations of the SOI
vector away from the directions specified in Fig. 1. First,
we show that the effects of interwire tunneling on the low-
field topological threshold can be compensated by tuning
the NW chemical potentials µτ to an appropriate sweet
spot and we estimate the precision of this tuning. For
general µτ and finite interwire tunneling, we find that
the low-field topological threshold from the trivial to the
one-MBS phase occurs at the critical Zeeman splitting
∆2Z,c =
[
2(∆2d + ∆
2
c + Γ
2) + µ21 + µ
2
1¯ (8)
−
(
[4∆d∆c]
2
+
[
4∆2c + (µ1 + µ1¯)
2
]
[µ1 − µ1¯]2
+ 4Γ [µ1 + µ1¯] [4∆d∆c + Γ(µ1 + µ1¯)]
)1/2]/
2.
The critical Zeeman splitting is minimized to ∆Z,c =
∆d − ∆c at the sweet spot µτ = Γ. For |µτ | > Γ,
the critical Zeeman splitting increases and approaches
∆2Z,c = ∆
2
d + µ
2
τ when |µτ¯ |  |µτ |, see Fig. 3(a) and
Fig. 4 in the Appendix D. To tune the chemical poten-
tials to the desired sweet spot, we fix µ1¯ and determine
∆Z,c as a function of µ1 (e.g. by the emergence of a
zero-bias conductance peak). This procedure is repeated
for different values of µ1¯. The case µτ = Γ is achieved
for the global minimum of ∆Z,c as a function of µ1 and
µ1¯. The required precision of this tuning is determined
by the width of ∆Z,c as a function of µτ , which is on the
scale of ∆c. Importantly, without this tuning the lower-
ing of the topological threshold between the trivial and
one-MBS phase does not occur42 as the phase boundary
separating the one- and two-MBSs phases shifts to larger
magnetic fields, see Fig. 3(b). In Appendix D we show
that the compensation is still possible in the regime of
low Zeeman splittings for ∆τ ∼ |∆1 − ∆1¯| but requires
an asymmetric tuning of the chemical potentials.
Second, we address the case when the SOI vectors
in the two NWs are not parallel but still orthogonal
to the magnetic field vector. We replace H → H −
i
∑
τ,σ,σ′ α
′
τ
∫
dx Ψ†τσ (σy)σσ′ ∂xΨτσ′ and set α1 = α,
α′1 = 0, α1¯ = α˜ cos θ, α
′¯
1 = α˜ sin θ. The new Hamiltonian
is in symmetry class D with a Z2 topological invariant43
and a tight-binding diagonalization reveals a stable one-
MBS phase and unstable two-MBSs phases that turn
trivial for sin θ 6= 0, see Fig. 3(c) and Appendix E.
Finally, we have verified by a numerical tight-binding
diagonalization as above that the one-MBS phase is
stable against Gaussian disorder with mean 〈µτ 〉 = 0
and a standard deviation that is smaller than the gap.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that in a double NW setup the de-
structive interference of direct and crossed-Andreev pair-
ing significantly reduces the topological threshold com-
pared to the standard single NW setups.1,2 Moreover, we
have demonstrated that the resulting MBSs exhibit lo-
calization lengths that can be shorter than those of the
standard single NW setups. Consequently, they repre-
sent ideal candidates for future experiments on quantum
5information processing with MBSs.
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Appendix A: Microscopic model of the proximity effect
In this appendix, we provide a microscopic derivation of the system parameters of our model Hamiltonian H =
H0 +Hso +HZ +Hd +Hc +HΓ presented in the main text for a weak tunnel coupling between the NWs and the SC,
following methods similar to those found in Refs. 31 and 51. We assume that the NWs are of infinite length, so that
the momentum kx in the x direction is conserved. The momentum-space representation of the bare Hamiltonian of
the NWs is given by
H0 +Hso +HZ =
∑
τ,σ,σ′
∫
dkx
2pi
Ψ†τσ(kx) (ξτ − ατkxσz + ∆Zτσx)σσ′ Ψτσ′(kx), (A1)
where we have introduced the single-particle dispersion in the absence of SOI and magnetic field, ξτ = k
2
x/2m− µτ .
The Pauli matrices σx,y,z are acting spin space. The NWs are coupled to an s-wave SC of finite width d. We describe
the SC by the Hamiltonian
Hsc =
∑
σ
∫
dkx
2pi
∫ d
0
dz
[
Ψ†sc,σ(kx, z)
(
− ∂
2
z
2msc
+
k2x
2msc
− µsc
)
Ψsc,σ(kx, z)
]
+
∆sc
2
∑
σ,σ′
∫
dkx
2pi
∫ d
0
dz
[
Ψ†sc,σ(kx, z) (iσy)σσ′ Ψsc,σ′(−kx, z) + H.c.
]
,
(A2)
where msc and µsc are the effective mass and chemical potential of the SC, respectively, and ∆sc is the superconducting
pairing potential. Notably, we neglect the Zeeman splitting due to the applied in-plane field on the superconductor;
this is a good approximation at weak magnetic fields if the Zeeman splitting of the superconductor is much smaller
than its bulk gap. We also allow for electrons to tunnel locally between SC and NW, assuming that this process
preserves both spin and momentum,
Ht = −
∑
τ,σ
∫
dkx
2pi
tτ
[
Ψ†τσ(kx, zτ )Ψsc,σ(kx, zτ ) + H.c.
]
, (A3)
where tτ is a nanowire-dependent tunneling amplitude and zτ denotes the position of the τ -wire. We choose a
symmetric configuration z1 = zw and z1¯ = d− zw while assuming that the wires are located close to the edges of the
superconductor, zw  d.
The total Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by introducing a Bogoliubov transformation. The resulting Bogoliubov-
de Gennes (BdG) equations are given by∑
σ′
[(ξτ − ατkxσz + ∆Zτσx)σσ′ uτσ′(kx)− tτusc,σ(kx, zτ )] = Euτσ(kx),∑
σ′
[− (ξτ − ατkxσz + ∆Zτσx)σ′σ + tτvsc,σ(kx, zτ )] = Evτσ(kx),
∑
τ,σ′
[(
− ∂
2
z
2msc
+
k2x
2msc
− µsc
)
usc,σ(kx, z) + i∆sc(σy)σσ′vsc,σ′(−kx, z)− tτδ(z − zτ )uτσ(kx)
]
= Eusc,σ(kx, z),
∑
τ,σ′
[(
∂2z
2msc
− k
2
x
2msc
+ µsc
)
vsc,σ(kx, z)− i∆sc(σy)σσ′usc,σ′(−kx, z) + tτδ(z − zτ )vτσ(kx)
]
= Evsc,σ(kx, z).
(A4)
6Here, uτ [sc]σ(vτ [sc]σ) is the wave function describing an electron (hole) of spin σ in the τ -wire [in the SC]. Inside the
SC (i.e., for 0 < z < d), we must solve the BdG equations for a conventional s-wave SC:[(
− ∂
2
z
2msc
+
k2x
2msc
− µsc
)
ηz −∆scηyσy
]
ψsc(kx, z) = Eψsc(kx, z), (A5)
where ψsc(kx, z) = [usc,↑(kx, z), usc,↓(kx, z), vsc,↑(−kx, z), vsc,↓(−kx, z)]T is a spinor wave function. Solving indepen-
dently in the left (z < zw), middle (zw < z < d− zw), and right (z > zw) regions, the wave function can be expressed
as
ψl(z < zw) = c1χe,↑ sin(p+z) + c2χe,↓ sin(p+z) + c3χh,↑ sin(p−z) + c4χh,↓ sin(p−z), (A6)
ψm(zw < z < d− zw) = c5χe,↑eip+z + c6χe,↓eip+z + c7χe,↑e−ip+z + c8χe,↓e−ip+x
+ c9χh,↑eip−z + c10χh,↓eip−z + c11χh,↑e−ip−z + c12χh,↓e−ip−z,
ψr(z > zw) = c13χe,↑ sin[p+(d− z)] + c14χe,↓ sin[p+(d− z)] + c15χh,↑ sin[p−(d− z)] + c16χh,↓ sin[p−(d− z)]
where p2± = 2msc(µsc ± iΩ) − k2x, with Ω2 = ∆2sc − E2. The spinors are defined as χe,↑ = (u0, 0, 0, v0)T , χe,↓ =
(0, u0,−v0, 0)T , χh,↑ = (0,−v0, u0, 0)T , and χh,↓ = (v0, 0, 0, u0)T , where u0 and v0 are the BCS coherence factors,
u0(v0) =
√
1
2
(
1± iΩ
E
)
. (A7)
The nanowires enter only through the boundary conditions. These boundary conditions, which must be imposed at
z = zτ (vanishing boundary conditions at z = 0 and z = d are accounted for already), are given by
ψl(z1) = ψm(z1),
ψr(z1¯) = ψm(z1¯),
[∂zψm(z1)− ∂xψl(z1)]/kF = 2γ1ηzGR1 (E, kx)ψl(z1),
[∂zψm(z1¯)− ∂xψr(z1¯)]/kF = 2γ1¯ηzGR1¯ (E, kx)ψl(z1¯),
(A8)
where GRτ (E, kx) = (E − ξτηz + ατkxσz − ∆Zτηzσx + i0+)−1 is the retarded Green’s function of the τ -wire in the
absence of tunneling. The boundary conditions Eq. (A8) can be rearranged into the form Mc = 0, where M is a
16 × 16-matrix and c is a 16-component vector of unknown coefficients. The excitation spectrum of the junction is
determined by solving the equation detM = 0 for E(kx).
We now map the exact BdG solution to the effective pairing model in the limit of weak coupling. We adopt the
following approximations. First, we assume that the chemical potential of the SC is the largest energy scale of the
problem (µsc  Eso,∆Zτ ,∆sc, µτ ). This allows us to approximate
p± =
√
2msc(µsc ± iΩ)− k2x ≈ kF,sc ± iΩ/vF,sc, (A9)
where kF,sc =
√
2mscµsc and vF,sc = kF,sc/msc are the Fermi momentum and velocity of the SC, respectively.
When differentiating the wave function [on the left-hand side of Eq. (A8)], we approximate p± = kF,sc; however, in
the exponentials [entering through ψsc(kx, zτ )], we keep p± = kF,sc ± iΩ/vF,sc (this gives the exponentially grow-
ing/decaying parts of the wave function). The weak-tunneling limit is assumed by taking γτ  ∆sc, where γτ is a
nanowire-dependent tunneling energy scale given by γτ = t
2
τ/vF,sc. In this limit, the relevant pairing energies are
small (E  ∆sc) and we can expand the coherence factors as
u0(v0) =
(
1± i
2
)
∆sc
E
. (A10)
However, even with these simplifications, the matrix M [defined below Eq. (A8)] is too complicated to be displayed
explicitly here.
Also due to the complicated nature of the matrix M , we can only evaluate detM numerically; this means that the
energy spectrum E(kx, µτ , ατ ,∆Zτ , γτ , d) must be effectively “guessed” to be mapped out over all of parameter space
(i.e., it would be very computationally expensive to numerically map out the spectrum as function of all parameters
of the problem). Luckily, it is actually quite straightforward to guess the correct spectrum.
7The superconductor induces four effective terms in the Hamiltonian of the NWs. Induced pairing terms are of the
direct type,
Hd =
∑
τ
∆τ
∫
dkx
2pi
[
Ψ†τ1(kx)Ψ
†
τ 1¯
(−kx) + H.c.
]
, (A11)
and the crossed-Andreev type,
Hc = ∆c
∑
τ
∫
dkx
2pi
[
Ψ†τ1(kx)Ψ
†
τ¯ 1¯
(−kx) + H.c.
]
. (A12)
In addition, the superconductor induces single-particle couplings, which can be of the intrawire type,
Hδµ = −
∑
τ,σ
δµτ
∫
dkx
2pi
[
Ψ†τσ(kx)Ψτσ(kx) + H.c.
]
, (A13)
and of the interwire type,
HΓ = −Γ
∑
τ,σ
∫
dkx
2pi
[
Ψ†τσ(kx)Ψτ¯σ(kx) + H.c.
]
. (A14)
With these proximity-induced terms, we propose to describe the nanowires with an effective Hamiltonian of the form
H =
1
2
∫
dkx
2pi
Φ†(kx)Heff(kx)Φ(kx), (A15)
where Φ = (Ψ11,Ψ11¯,Ψ
†
11,Ψ
†
11¯
,Ψ1¯1,Ψ1¯1¯,Ψ
†
1¯1
,Ψ†
1¯1¯
)T and the effective Hamiltonian density Hˆeff is given by
H(kx) = (ξ1 − δµ1)
(
1 + τz
2
)
ηz + (ξ1¯ − δµ1¯)
(
1− τz
2
)
ηz − α1kx
(
1 + τz
2
)
σz − α1¯kx
(
1− τz
2
)
σz
+ ∆Z1
(
1 + τz
2
)
ηzσx + ∆Z1¯
(
1− τz
2
)
ηzσx −∆cτxηyσy − Γτxηz
−∆1
(
1 + τz
2
)
ηyσy −∆1¯
(
1− τz
2
)
ηyσy
(A16)
with the Pauli matrices τx,y,z, ηx,y,z, σx,y,z acting in nanowire, particle-hole and spin-space, respectively. In the special
case when ∆Zτ = 0, the Hamiltonian obeys both time-reversal and particle-hole symmetry with operators UT = σy,
UP = ηx, and transformations U
†
TH∗(kx)UT = H(−kx), U†PH∗(kx)UP = −H(−kx), respectively. Furthermore,
U∗TUT = −1, U∗PUP = 1. Hence, for ∆Zτ = 0 the Hamiltonian is placed in the DIII symmetry class with a Z2
topological invariant.43 In general, the Hamiltonian also exhibits an effective time-reversal symmetry described by
U ′T = ηzσx with (U
′
T )
2 = 1. Therefore, for ∆Zτ 6= 0 the Hamiltonian is placed in the symmetry class BDI with a
Z topological invariant.43 However, we note that the effective time-reversal symmetry U ′T is unstable when the SOI
vectors are not parallel but still orthogonal to the magnetic field vector,
kxα
(
1 + τz
2
)
σz + kxα˜
(
1− τz
2
)
[cos(θ)σz + sin(θ)ηzσy] , (A17)
where θ ∈ [0, 2pi) is the relative angle between the SOI vectors. Moreover, the effective time-reversal symmetry U ′T is
also unstable if we allow for a magnetic field vector component that is aligned with one of the SOI vectors,
∆Z1
(
1 + τz
2
)
ηzσx + ∆Z1¯
(
1− τz
2
)
ηz [cos(φ)σx + sin(φ)σz] . (A18)
with φ ∈ [0, 2pi). In the presence of either one of these perturbations with sin(θ) 6= 0 or sin(φ) 6= 0, the Hamiltonian
is in the symmetry class D with a Z2 topological invariant.43
8The effective parameters ∆τ , ∆c, δµτ , and Γ were determined as functions of the tunneling strength γτ and wire
separation d in the absence of spin-orbit coupling and Zeeman splitting in a previous work.31 In the simplified limit
sin2(kF zw) = 1, they are given by (ξsc = vF,sc/∆sc is the superconducting coherence length)
∆τ =
2γτ sinh(2d/ξsc)
cosh(2d/ξs)− cos(2kF d) ,
∆c =
4
√
γ1γ1¯ sinh(d/ξsc) cos(kF d)
cosh(2d/ξsc)− cos(2kF d) ,
δµτ = − 2γτ sin(2kF d)
cosh(2d/ξsc)− cos(2kF d) ,
Γ = −4
√
γ1γ1¯ cosh(d/ξsc) sin(kF d)
cosh(2d/ξsc)− cos(2kF d) .
(A19)
Because the effective proximity-induced parameters should depend only on properties of the superconductor and
the tunneling amplitude, let us make the ansatz that all four of the proximity-induced effective parameters given in
Eq. (A19) remain unchanged when spin-orbit coupling and a Zeeman splitting are added to the nanowires. That is,
we substitute Eq. (A19) to describe the effective parameters of Eq. (A16). We then find that if we substitute the
energy eigenvalues E of Eq. (A16) into the boundary conditions Eq. (A8), these choices of E ensure that detM = 0;
this means that the eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian (A16) correspond to the energy spectrum obtained by
solving the BdG equations.
Appendix B: Energy spectrum in the strong SOI regime
In this appendix, we compute the bulk energy spectrum of the model H = H0 +Hso+HZ+Hd+Hc proposed in the
main text.27,42,52 Additionally, we will determine the gapless points of the spectrum which potentially correspond to
topological phase boundaries. We assume the regime of strong SOI, Eso,τ  ∆Z ,∆τ ,∆c, and that the deviations in
the proximity-induced gaps are the smallest energy scale,27,52 ∆τ  |∆1−∆1¯| and ∆Zτ  |∆Z1−∆Z¯1|. This allows
us to set ∆d = ∆τ , ∆Z = ∆Zτ and to neglect the effects of interwire tunneling as they can always be compensated
by an appropriate adjustment of the nanowire chemical potentials.
We begin by expanding the electron operator according to53,54
Ψτσ(x) = Rτσ(x)e
i
(σ+1)
2 kFτx + Lτσ(x)e
i
(σ−1)
2 kFτx, (B1)
where Rτσ(x) and Lτσ(x) are slowly varying right and left moving fields with spin σ/2 in the τ -wire. Furthermore,
we recall that kFτ = 2kso,τ . Next, we distinguish between three regimes.
1. Strongly detuned SOI energies
The first case corresponds to strongly detuned nanowire SOI energies, |Eso,1 − Eso,1¯|  ∆Z ,∆d,∆c. In this
case the crossed-Andreev pairing couples the two nanowires only at k = 0. The Hamiltonian is given by H =
(1/2)
∫
dx Ψ†(x)H(x)Ψ(x) with the Hamiltonian density
H(x) = ~υF1kˆ(1 + τz)ρz/2 + ~υF 1¯kˆ(1− τz)ρz/2 + ∆Zηz(σxρx + σyρy)/2 (B2)
+ ∆cτxηy(σxρy − σyρx)/2 + ∆dηyσyρx
and the basis Ψ=(R11, L11, R11¯, L11¯, R
†
11, L
†
11, R
†
11¯
, L†
11¯
, R1¯1¯, L1¯1, R1¯1¯, L1¯1¯, R
†
1¯1¯
, L†
1¯1
, R†
1¯1¯
, L†
1¯1¯
). The Pauli matrices
τx,y,z, ηx,y,z, σx,y,z, ρx,y,z act in nanowire, electron-hole, spin and right-left mover space respectively. Furthermore,
kˆ = −i∂x denotes the momentum operator whose eigenvalues are k and measured with respect to the Fermi points at
0,±kFτ = ±2kso,τ and υFτ = ~kso,τ/m is the Fermi velocity in the τ -wire.
We find that the bulk energy spectrum is given by
E2τ = (~υFτk)2 + ∆2d,
E2±± =
1
2
[
~2
(
υ2F1 + υ
2
F 1¯
)
k2 + 2 (∆d ±∆Z)2 + 2∆2c
±
√
4∆2c
(
~2 [υF1 − υF 1¯]2 k2 + 4 [∆d ±∆Z ]2
)
+ ~4
(
υ2F1 − υ2F 1¯
)2
k4
]
,
(B3)
9where the first (second) equation corresponds to exterior (interior) branch of the spectrum. We find that the spectrum
is gapless at k = 0 provided ∆c = |∆d ±∆Z |. There exist no gapless closing points for k 6= 0.
2. Weakly detuned SOI energies
The second case corresponds to weakly detuned nanowire SOI energies, |Eso,1−Eso,1¯|  ∆Z ,∆d,∆c. In this limit,
we neglect the difference in spin-orbit energies, υF = υF1 = υF 1¯. The crossed-Andreev pairing now couples the two
nanowires both at k = 0 and k = ±kF = ±2kso. The Hamiltonian density is given by
H(x) = ~υF kˆρz + ∆Zηz(σxρx + σyρy)/2−∆cτxηyσyρx + ∆dηyσyρx,
and the bulk spectrum is modified to
E2± = (~υF k)2 + (∆d ±∆c)2,
E2±± = (~υF k)2 + (∆c ± |∆d ±∆Z |)2 ,
(B4)
where the first (second) equation corresponds to exterior (interior) branch of the spectrum. Besides the gap closing
at k = 0 when ∆c = |∆d ±∆Z |, we find an additional gap closing at k = ±kF = 2kso when ∆c = ∆d. For ∆Z = 0
this gap closing does not correspond to a topological phase transition because the SOI interaction can be removed by
a gauge transformation. For ∆Z > 0 we also find from a numerical tight-binding diagonalization that the number of
MBS is unchanged across the gap closing line ∆c = ∆d, see also Fig. 6(b).
3. Intermediate regime
The last case corresponds to the intermediate regime, when |Eso,1 − Eso,1¯| ∼ ∆Z ,∆d,∆c. To determine
the gapless points of the spectrum, we consider for this case the full quadratic Hamiltonian given by H =
(1/2)
∫
dx Φ†(x)H(x)Φ(x) with Hamiltonian density
H(x) = ~2kˆ2ηz/2m− α1kˆ(1 + τz)σz/2− α1¯kˆ(1− τz)σz/2 + ∆Zηzσx −∆dηyσy −∆cτxηyσy (B5)
and basis Φ = (Ψ11,Ψ11¯,Ψ
†
11,Ψ
†
11¯
,Ψ1¯1,Ψ1¯1¯,Ψ
†
1¯1
,Ψ†
1¯1¯
). We focus on the gap closing points at finite momentum,
because the zero momentum gap closing points are not affected by the SOI. Furthermore, because a finite magnetic
field cannot open an energy gap at finite momentum in the regime of strong SOI, we can restrict ourselves to the case
when ∆Z = 0. Our findings will be equally valid for the case when ∆Z 6= 0. First, we determine the bulk energy
spectrum,
E2±±(∆Z = 0) =
(
~2k2
2m
)2
+
k2(α21 + α
2
1¯)
2
+ ∆2d + ∆
2
c ± k(α1 + α1¯)
(
~2k2
2m
)
±
√(
k[α1 − α1¯]
[
k(α1 + α1¯)
2
− ~
2k2
2m
])2
+ ∆2c (k
2[α1 − α1¯]2 + 4∆2d)
. (B6)
Next, we find that the spectrum is gapless provided that
∆2c = ∆
2
d −
(
~2k2
2m
)2
− k2α1α1¯ +
(
~2k2
2m
)
k(α1 + α1¯)± i∆d
[
2
(
~2k2
2m
)
− k(α1¯ + α1)
]
. (B7)
The spectrum is also gapless for the same condition, but with k → −k. Because ∆c > 0, we need to require that
2
(
~2k2
2m
)
− k(α1¯ + α1) = 0. (B8)
Solving this expression (and the corresponding one with k → −k) for k, yields the two gap-closing points
k∗ = ±2m
~2
(
α1¯ + α1
2
)
. (B9)
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Inserting this result back into Eq. (B7), we find the gap-closing condition for k 6= 0,
∆c = ∆
∗
c ≡ ∆d
√
1 + 4
(
Eso,1 − Eso,1¯
∆d
)2
. (B10)
We note that ∆∗c ≥ ∆d, so that the gap closing occurs for larger values of the strength of the crossed-Andreev pairing
as compared to the regime when |Eso,1 −Eso,1¯|  ∆Z ,∆d,∆c. Additionally, we emphasize once more that the result
in Eq. (B10) is valid also for ∆Z 6= 0 in the limit of strong SOI. Finally, we point out that the topological phase
diagram for the regime |Eso,1 − Eso,1¯| ∼ ∆Z ,∆d,∆c is given in Fig. 5(b).
Appendix C: Majorana bound state wavefunctions in the strong SOI regime
In this appendix, we compute the zero-energy MBS wavefunctions of the model H = H0 + Hso + HZ + Hd + Hc.
As in the last section and the main text, we assume the regime of strong SOI, Eso,τ  ∆Z ,∆τ ,∆c, and that the
fluctuations in the proximity-induced gaps are the smallest energy scale, ∆τ  |∆1 −∆1¯| and ∆Zτ  |∆Z1 −∆Z¯1|.
This allows us to once again set ∆d = ∆τ , ∆Z = ∆Zτ and to neglect the effects of interwire tunneling as they can
always be compensated by an appropriate adjustment of the nanowire chemical potentials.
We begin by assuming that the nanowire length is much longer than the localization length of the MBSs. This
means that the MBSs at opposite ends of the system do not overlap and can hence be treated independently. Next,
we choose the origin of our coordinate system so that one of the boundaries of the system is located at x = 0 and
focus on this boundary when computing the wavefunctions. We discuss two regimes:
1. Strongly detuned SOI energies
The first regime corresponds to strongly detuned nanowire SOI energies, |Eso,1 − Eso,1¯|  ∆Z ,∆d,∆c. Without
loss of generality, we choose α1¯ > α1. For ∆d + ∆Z > ∆c > |∆d − ∆Z |, we find a single MBS given by γ =∑
τ
∫
dx φτ (x) · Φτ (x) where ΦTτ = (Ψτ1,Ψτ 1¯,Ψ†τ1,Ψ†τ 1¯) is the electron spinor and φτ = (φτ1, φτ 1¯, φ∗τ1, φ∗τ 1¯) the
wavefunction vector in the τ -wire. The latter is (up to normalization) given by
φτσ(x) =
1 + τ
2
+
(
1− τ
2
) √
4∆2cυF1υF 1¯ + (∆d −∆Z)2 (υF1 − υF 1¯)2 + (∆d −∆Z) (υF 1¯ − υF1)
2∆cυF 1¯

× ieipi(1−σ)/4
(
e−x/ξeτ−iσkFτx − e−x/ξi
)
,
(C1)
with the localization lengths corresponding to the interior (i) and exterior (e) branches of the spectrum given by
ξi =
2~υF1υF 1¯√
4∆2cυF1υF 1¯ + (∆d −∆Z)2 (υF1 − υF 1¯)2 + (∆Z −∆d) (υF1 + υF 1¯)
. (C2)
For ∆Z > ∆d and ∆c < ∆Z −∆d, we find two MBSs given by γ =
∑
τ
∫
dx φτ (x) ·Φτ (x) and γ′ =
∑
τ
∫
dx φ′τ (x) ·
Φτ (x) where the wavefunction vector φ
′
τ = (φ
′
τ1, φ
′
τ 1¯, (φ
′
τ1)
∗, (φ′τ 1¯)
∗) is (up to normalization) given by
φ′τσ(x) =
τ − 1
2
+
(
1 + τ
2
) √
4∆2cυF1υF 1¯ + (∆d −∆Z)2 (υF1 − υF 1¯)2 + (∆Z −∆d) (υF1 − υF 1¯)
2∆cυF1

× ieipi(1−σ)/4
(
e−x/ξeτ−iσkFτx − e−x/ξ′i
)
,
(C3)
with the localization length
ξ′i =
2~υF1υF 1¯
(∆Z −∆d) (υF1 + υF 1¯)−
√
4∆2cυF1υF 1¯ + (∆d −∆Z)2 (υF1 − υF 1¯)2
. (C4)
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For ∆c > ∆d+∆Z , we again find two MBSs. They are given by γ =
∑
τ
∫
dx φτ (x)·Φτ (x) and γ′′ =
∑
τ
∫
dx φ′′τ (x)·
Φτ (x), where the wavefunction vector φ
′′
τ = (φ
′′
τ1, φ
′′
τ 1¯, (φ
′′
τ1)
∗, (φ′′τ 1¯)
∗) is (up to normalization) given by
φ′′τσ(x) =
1− τ
2
+
(
1 + τ
2
) √
4∆2cυF1υF 1¯ + (∆d + ∆Z)
2
(υF1 − υF 1¯)2 + (∆d + ∆Z) (υF1 − υF 1¯)
2∆cυF1

× eipi(σ−1)/4
(
e−x/ξeτ−iσkFτx − e−x/ξ′′i
)
,
(C5)
with the localization length
ξ′′i =
2~υF1υF 1¯√
4∆2cυF1υF 1¯ + (∆d + ∆Z)
2
(υF1 − υF 1¯)2 − (∆d + ∆Z) (υF1 + υF 1¯)
. (C6)
We point out that the found MBSs are orthogonal to each other and correspond to independent solutions of the
Hamiltonian, because
∑
τ φτ (x) · φ′τ (x) = 0 and
∑
τ φτ (x) · φ′′τ (x) = 0. We also note that the remaining parameter
regimes which we did not discuss here correspond to topologically trivial phases.
2. Weakly detuned SOI energies
The second regime corresponds to weakly detuned nanowire SOI energies, |Eso,1 − Eso,1¯|  ∆Z ,∆d,∆c. For
simplicity, we assume that Eso,1 = Eso,1¯. For ∆d + ∆Z > ∆c > |∆d − ∆Z | and ∆c 6= ∆d, we find a single MBS
given by γ =
∑
τ
∫
dx φτ (x) ·Φτ (x) with the wavefunction vector φτ = (φτ1, φτ 1¯, φ∗τ1, φ∗τ 1¯) in the τ -wire given (up to
normalization) by
φτσ(x) = ie
ipi(1−σ)/4
(
e−x/ξe−iσkF x − e−x/ξi
)
(C7)
and the localization lengths corresponding to the interior (i) and exterior (e) branches of the spectrum
ξi =
{
~υF
∆Z−(∆c−∆d) if ∆c > ∆d
~υF
∆Z−(∆d−∆c) if ∆c < ∆d
, ξe =
{
~υF
∆c−∆d if ∆c > ∆d
~υF
∆d−∆c if ∆c < ∆d.
(C8)
For ∆c < |∆d − ∆Z |, ∆Z > ∆d and ∆c 6= ∆d we find two MBSs given by γ =
∑
τ
∫
dx φτ (x) · Φτ (x) and γ′ =∑
τ
∫
dx φ′τ (x) ·Φτ (x) where the wavefunction vector φ′τ = (φ′τ1, φ′τ 1¯, (φ′τ1)∗, (φ′τ 1¯)∗) is (up to normalization) given by
φ′τσ(x) = iτe
ipi(1−σ)/4
(
e−x/ξ
′
e−iσkF x − e−x/ξ′i
)
, (C9)
with the localization lengths
ξ′i =
~υF
∆Z − (∆c + ∆d) , ξ
′
e =
2~υF
∆c + ∆d
. (C10)
We point out that the solutions for the two-MBS phase are independent, because φτ (x) · φ′τ (x) = 0. The parameter
regimes which were not discussed correspond to topologically trivial phases.
Appendix D: Interwire tunneling
In this appendix, we study the effects of tunneling between NWs in the model which we presented in the main text.
These interwire tunneling processes are described by
HΓ = −Γ
∑
τ,σ
∫
dx
[
Ψ†τσ(x)Ψτ¯σ(x) + H.c.
]
, (D1)
where Γ > 0 is a spin-independent tunneling amplitude. The full Hamiltonian of our system in then given by
H = H0 + Hso + HZ + Hd + Hc + HΓ. In this section, we will analytically show that: (1) The effects of interwire
12
tunneling on the topological phase transition between the trivial and the one-MBS phase can always be compensated
by an appropriate adjustment of the nanowire chemical potentials when ∆Zτ ,∆τ  |∆1−∆1¯|, |∆Z1−∆Z1¯|. For low
Zeeman splittings, ∆Zτ  ∆τ , this compensation is possible even if ∆Zτ ∼ |∆Z1 −∆Z1¯| and ∆τ ∼ |∆1 −∆1¯|. (2)
The latter adjustment of the nanowire chemical potentials expands the one-MBS phase by pushing the topological
threshold from the one-MBS into the two-MBS phase to higher Zeeman splittings.
We first discuss the limit when ∆Zτ ,∆τ  |∆1 − ∆1¯|, |∆Z1 − ∆Z1¯|. As a starting point, we set ∆Z = ∆Zτ ,
∆d = ∆τ and redisplay the full Hamiltonian in the presence of interwire tunneling, H =
∫
dx Ψ†(x)H(x)Ψ(x)/2 with
Ψ† = (Ψ†11,Ψ
†
11¯
,Ψ11,Ψ11¯,Ψ
†
1¯1
,Ψ†
1¯1¯
,Ψ1¯1,Ψ1¯1¯) and the Hamiltonian density
H(x) =
(
~2kˆ2
2m
− µ
)
ηz − αkˆσz + ∆Zηzσx −∆dηyσy −∆cτxηyσy − Γτxηz. (D2)
The Pauli matrices σx,y,z, τx,y,z, and ηx,y,z act in spin, nanowire and electron-hole space, respectively. Because we are
solely interested in the modification of the zero-momentum gap closing condition ∆2c = (∆d±∆Z) for finite interwire
tunneling, we have also set α = α1 = α1¯. Our model can now be mapped onto a model of effectively two decoupled
topological NWs. To see this, we introduce the basis
Ψ˜†λ = (Ψ
†
1¯1
+ λΨ†11,Ψ
†
1¯1¯
+ λΨ†
11¯
,Ψ1¯1 + λΨ11,Ψ1¯1¯ + λΨ11¯)/
√
2. (D3)
We will interpret λ = ±1 as an effective nanowire index that (together with the spin index) labels the energy bands
of the system in the absence of superconductivity and magnetic fields fields, ∆d = ∆c = ∆Z = 0. We choose µ = Γ.
In this new basis the Hamiltonian density can then be rewritten as H = −∑λ ∫ dx Ψ˜†λ(x)H˜λ(x)Ψ˜λ(x)/2 with
H˜λ(x) =
(
~2kˆ2
2m
− µeff,λ
)
ηz − λαkˆσz + ∆Zηzσx − λ∆eff,ληyσy (D4)
where we have introduced the effective chemical potentials µeff,1 = 0 and µeff,1¯ = 2Γ as well as the effective pairing
potentials ∆eff,1 = ∆d − ∆c and ∆eff,1¯ = ∆d + ∆c. This is precisely the Hamiltonian of two decoupled topological
NWs labeled by the effective nanowire index λ. Thus, the system hosts one MBS at each end for low magnetic fields
when
∆2Z > ∆
2
eff,1 + µ
2
eff,1 = (∆d −∆c)2 (D5)
and two MBSs at each end for large magnetic fields when
∆2Z > ∆
2
eff,1¯ + µ
2
eff,1¯ = (∆d + ∆c)
2 + (2Γ)2. (D6)
Consequently, by an appropriate adjustment of the nanowire chemical potentials (for example by an external
gate voltage), we still observe the proposed one-MBS phase for low magnetic fields. Also, the one-MBS phase
now even extends to significantly stronger fields. Moreover, without a proper tuning of the chemical potentials,
|µ|  Γ, the topological threshold is shifted to higher magnetic fields and not much is gained, see also Fig. 4(a) and (b).
Next, we comment on the case when ∆τ ∼ |∆1 −∆1¯|. In this case the choice
µ1 = Γ
√
∆1
∆1¯
and µ1¯ = Γ
√
∆1¯
∆1
(D7)
ensures that the effects of interwire tunneling can still be compensated provided ∆Zτ  ∆τ . However, we note that
the topological phase transition from the trivial to the one-MBS phase at ∆c = 0 is renormalized to
∆2Z,c =
1
2
∆21 + ∆21¯ + Γ2(2 + ∆1∆1¯ + ∆1¯∆1
)
−
√(
∆1∆1¯
[
∆21 + ∆
2
1¯
]
+ Γ2 [∆1 + ∆1¯]
2
)2
− 4∆31∆31¯ (∆1∆1¯ + 4Γ2)
∆1∆1¯
 ≥ 0.
(D8)
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FIG. 4. (a) Topological phase diagram as a function of ∆Z/∆d and µ1/∆d (obtained from a tight-binding diagonalization
of 800 sites per NW) for finite interwire tunneling, Γ/∆d = 1. We have set Eso,τ/∆d = 6.25, ∆c/∆d = 0.5 and µ1¯/∆d = 1 .
Colors are the same as in Fig. 2 of the main text. We see that without tuning the chemical potentials to the sweet spot µτ = Γ
the topological threshold ∆Z,c is shifted to significantly higher magnetic fields and not much is gained in a double NW setup
compared to single NWs. (b) Same topological phase diagram as in (a) but for µ1¯/∆d = 4. Once more, we see that without
the tuning to the sweet spot µτ = Γ no low-field topological threshold is observed.
Appendix E: Numerical results
In this final section, we study the tight-binding model which corresponds to the continuum model presented in the
main text.46,55,56 The tight-binding Hamiltonian is given by
H =
∑
τ
 N∑
j=1
ψ˜†τ,j [−µτηz + ∆τηx + ∆Zτσx]ψ˜τ,j +
N−1∑
j=1
ψ˜†τ,j+1[−t− iατσz] ηzψ˜τ,j + H.c.

+
N∑
j=1
ψ˜†
1¯,j
(∆cηx) ψ˜1,j + H.c.,
(E1)
where N is the number of lattice sites per wire and ψ˜τ,j = (ψ
†
τ,j,↑, ψ
†
τ,j,↓, ψτ,j,↓,−ψτ,j,↑) is the electron spinor at site j
in the τ -wire with ψτ,j,σ the annihilation operator of a spin σ electron at site j in the τ -wire. Moreover, µτ , ∆τ , ατ ,
∆Zτ are the chemical potentials, direct pairing strengths, SOI strengths and Zeeman splittings in wire τ , respectively.
Finally, ∆c is the strength of the crossed-Andreev pairing, t is the hopping amplitude and the Pauli matrices σx,y,z
(ηx,y,z) act in spin (particle-hole) space.
1. Topological phase diagram
First, we perform a numerical diagonalization to obtain the topological phase diagram for the regime of weakly
detuned SOI energies, |Eso,1−Eso,1¯|  ∆Zτ ,∆τ ,∆c, and for the intermediate regime, |Eso,1−Eso,1¯| ∼ ∆Zτ ,∆τ ,∆c.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. In the limit of weakly detuned SOI energies, we find that the two-MBS phase which
for |Eso,1 − Eso,1¯|  ∆Zτ ,∆τ ,∆c with ∆d = ∆τ , ∆Z = ∆Zτ appeared when ∆c > ∆d + ∆Z , completely turns into
a topologically trivial phase, see Fig. 5(a). Compared to that, in the intermediate regime, we find that the same
two-MBS phase turns into a trivial phase once ∆c > ∆
∗
c where ∆
∗
c was defined in Eq. (B10), see Fig. 5(b).
2. Stability Analysis
Second, we analyze the stability of the one-MBS phase against different perturbations.
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FIG. 5. (a) Topological phase diagram as a function of ∆Z/∆d and ∆c/∆d for the regime of weakly detuned SOI energies,
|Eso,1−Eso,1¯|  ∆Zτ ,∆τ ,∆c. The color coding scheme is the same as in Fig. 2 in the main text. The dashed black line denotes
a gap closing at finite momentum. We have chosen Eso,τ/∆d = 2 and µ1 = µ1¯ = 0. The two-MBS phase which appeared for
∆c > ∆d + ∆Z when |Eso,1 −Eso,1¯|  ∆Zτ ,∆τ ,∆c turns into a trivial phase. All other topological phases remain unchanged.
(b) Topological phase diagram as a function of ∆Z/∆1 and ∆c/∆1 for the regime, |Eso,1 − Eso,1¯| ∼ ∆Zτ ,∆τ ,∆c. We have
chosen Eso,1/∆1 = 2 ,Eso,1¯/∆1 = 4.5, µ1 = µ1¯ = 0, ∆1¯/∆1 = 1.3. We note that both two-MBS phases disappear for ∆c > ∆
∗
c ,
see Eq. (B10).
Misalignments of the magnetic fields. First, we discuss rotations of the magnetic field in the x − z plane for the
regime of strongly detuned SOI energies, |Eso,1 − Eso,1¯|  ∆Zτ ,∆τ ,∆c. We replace our tight-binding Hamiltonian
according to
H → H +
∑
τ
N∑
j=1
ψ˜†τ,j (∆
′
Zτσz) ψ˜τ,j , (E2)
and set ∆Z1 = 0,∆
′
Z1 = ∆Z for the 1-wire and ∆Z1¯ = ∆Z cos(φ),∆
′
Z1¯ = ∆Z sin(φ) for the 1¯-wire where φ ∈ [0, 2pi)
is the angle of the magnetic field acting on the 1¯-wire with respect to the x axis in the x − z plane. For sin(φ) 6= 0,
this places the setup in symmetry class D with a Z2 topological invariant.43 From a numerical tight-binding
diagonalization, we find that the one-MBS phase remains stable, while the two-MBS phases turn into trivial phases
for sin(φ) 6= 0, see Fig. 6(a). Additionally, we observe that the one-MBS phase expands to larger magnetic fields.
Misalignments of the SOI vectors. The case of misaligned SOI vectors in the two wires was discussed in the
main text. To obtain the topological phase diagram shown in Fig. 3(c) in the main text, we modify our tight-binding
Hamiltonian according to
H → H + i
∑
τ
N∑
j=1
ψ˜†τ,j+1 α
′
τσyηzψ˜τ,j , (E3)
and set α1 = α, α
′
1 = 0 for the 1-wire and α1¯ = α˜ cos(θ), α
′¯
1 = α˜ sin(θ) for the 1¯-wire with θ being the angle of
the SOI vector in the 1¯-wire relative to the z-axis in the yz-plane. As a result, we confirm that the one-MBS phase
remains stable against misalignments of the SOI vectors. In contrast to that, the two-MBS phase is unstable except
special line ∆Z = 0, where time-reversal symmetry guarantees the presence of Kramers doublets.
27,42,52,57–64 If
∆Z 6= 0, the two MFs localized at the same end are protected from hybridization by some additional symmetry.
However, as noticed above such effective time-reversal symmetries are not stable against general perturbations,65–68
resulting in lifting of the degeneracy of two zero-energy bound states.
Interwire tunneling. Lastly, we provide additional information on our analysis for the case of finite interwire
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FIG. 6. (a) Topological phase diagram as a function of ∆Z/∆1 and ∆c/∆1 for the regime of strongly detuned SOI energies,
|Eso,1−Eso,1¯|  ∆Zτ ,∆τ ,∆c, and a rotation of the magnetic field in the 1¯-wire by φ = 0.2. The color coding scheme is the same
as in Fig. 2 in the main text. We have chosen Eso,1/∆1 = 6.25, Eso,1¯/∆1 = 12.25, N = 800, ∆1¯/∆1 = 1.3, µ1 = 0 and µ1¯ = 0.
While the one-MBS remains stable, the two-MBS phases are unstable against rotations of the magnetic field with sin(φ) 6= 0.
(b) Same topological phase diagram as in (a) but with finite interwire tunneling, Γ/∆1 = 1. Moreover, we also set φ = 0 and
µτ = 0. Consequently, the effects of interwire tunneling are [unlike in Fig. 3(b) of the main text] not compensated and the
topological threshold from the trivial to the one-MBS phase is pushed to substantially higher magnetic fields. Thus, to get the
maximum advantage of the double nanowire setup, it is crucial to compensate for these shifts due to interwire tunneling.
tunneling presented in the main text. In this case, the tight-binding Hamiltonian is modified according to
H → H +
N∑
j=1
ψ˜†2,j(−Γηz)ψ˜1,j + H.c., (E4)
where Γ > 0 is the spin-independent tunneling amplitude. As discussed in the previous section, we find that the
effects of interwire tunneling on the topological phase transition separating the trivial and one-MBS phase can be
completely compensated by setting µτ = Γ. Without this tuning the topological threshold separating the trivial and
one-MBS phase is pushed to significantly larger magnetic fields, see see Fig. 6(b).
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